Zambia: Hopkins' Health Risks Out of the Ring

After soccer referee's death, wife and sons persevere

Kyle Bieniewicz died after being punched by a player during a game in July. Post to Facebook

Cincinnati.com - August 29, 2014
After soccer referee's death, his wife and sons persevere with pride

Shepler's Baby: 'Very rare' birth in speeding ambulance, says Mackinaw City EMT

Whitmer announces new women's health nonprofit

Sen. Gretchen Whitmer launches non-profit to focus on women's health, education

2-year-old Ann Arbor girl with rare joint disorder uses 'magic arm' for the first time at University of Michigan clinic

U-M Researchers Challenge Taubman To Begin ‘Ice Bucket Billionaire Challenge’
Using heart-lung support machine for donations after circulatory death boosted pool of available organs by 20 percent – Medical News Today

University of Michigan First in Nation to Implant Device for Tricuspid Valve Replacement

U-M doctor says Robin Williams' death carries a strong message

Home run king Babe Ruth helped pioneer modern cancer treatment
Using heart-lung support machine for donations after circulatory death boosted pool of available organs by 20 percent
Medical News Today - August 25, 2014

Heart-lung Support Technology can Increase Number of Organs for Transplant
Medindia.com - August 25, 2014

Extracorporeal support can significantly increase number of organs for transplant
Science Daily - August 22, 2014

Heart-lung support technology increases number of kidneys, livers, pancreases for transplant
FreeNewsPos.com - August 22, 2014

Extracorporeal support can significantly increase number of organs for transplant | Science Codex
Transplant Families - August 21, 2014

Heart-lung support technology increases number of kidneys, livers, pancreases for transplant
The Medical News - August 21, 2014
Gary Huffnagle: rewriting the rules on the lung microbiome

Toting beakers, buckets, U-M scientists leave lab for Ice Bucket Challenge

Higher rates of medicine-based therapies may not prevent blood clots for many hospitalized patients

Ice Bucket Challenge benefiting ALS groups, researchers in Michigan

Health care providers question future of charity care
Health care providers question future of charity care

Williams’ death sends message that can save lives

Maize and Blue will go pink for fund-raiser Thursday at Somerset

Top 10 Children's Health Concerns

Doctors' Spouses: What's Not to Like?

How to Keep Fear of Flying From Grounding Your Career

Rethinking Hospital Restraints
Old drug may be used in new way to prevent diabetes’ complications

Machine keep lungs alive outside body

How we speak is a key part of first impressions, and disorders that impair speech lead to poorer quality of life.

5 Ways to Cut Costs When Your Kids Play Sports

What Are the Advantages of Being Married to a Physician?

Electronic data system points to a future of managing health, reducing costs,
improving quality

Electronic data system points to a future of managing health, reducing costs, improving quality
Crain's Detroit Business - August 17, 2014

Machine that keeps lungs alive outside body tested

Machine that keeps lungs alive outside body tested
USA Today - August 17, 2014

Machine To Keep Lungs Alive For Transplant Tested
Associated Press - August 17, 2014

Keeping lungs alive outside the body? U-M clinical trial is 'wild'
Detroit Free Press - August 17, 2014

Report: U-M researchers working on keeping organs alive outside the body
Ann Arbor News - August 17, 2014

Machine to keep lungs alive for transplant tested
The Washington Times - August 17, 2014

Lungs for Organ Transplants Can Live Outside the Body With the Help of a New Machine
Science World Report - August 17, 2014

Machine That Keeps Lungs Alive Outside Body Tested
WFMY-TV (North Carolina) - August 17, 2014

Machine that keeps lungs alive outside body tested
PostCrescent (Wisconsin) - August 17, 2014

Machine that keeps lungs alive outside body tested
Great Falls Tribune (Montana) - August 17, 2014

Machine that keeps lungs alive outside body tested
University of Michigan part of trial of new machine to preserve human lungs for transplant

Machine to keep lungs alive for transplant tested

Machine that keeps lungs alive outside body tested

Machine that keeps lungs alive outside body tested
Machine that keeps lungs alive outside body tested
Statesman Journal - August 16, 2014

Achieving work-life balance in medical marriages
Achieving work-life balance in medical marriages
Medical News Today - August 17, 2014

New poll finds some surprising answers concerning children's health
New poll finds some surprising answers concerning children's health
Michigan Radio - August 16, 2014

School Violence And Gun-Related Injuries Rank Among Top Concerns For American Families
Democratic Underground - August 16, 2014

School violence, gun-related injury among top 10 child health concerns nationally
Science Codex - August 16, 2014

U-M study finds obesity, bullying and gun-related violence among top childhood health concerns
U-M study finds obesity, bullying and gun-related violence among top childhood health concerns
Ann Arbor News - August 13, 2014

Hijacking The Brain's Blood Supply: Tumor Discovery Could Aid Treatment
Hijacking The Brain's Blood Supply: Tumor Discovery Could Aid Treatment
Biocompare - August 13, 2014

What are the advantages of being married to a physician?
What are the advantages of being married to a physician?
What are the advantages of being married to a physician?
Science Codex - August 13, 2014

What Are the Advantages of Being Married to a Physician?
Science Newsline - August 13, 2014

Researchers examine advantages of being married to physician
The Medical News - August 13, 2014

Medical Training Gets a Second Life
Medical Training Gets a Second Life
Healthleadersmedia.com/ - August 12, 2014

University of Michigan begins search to find next executive vice president and chief financial officer
Search committee announced for next University CFO
The Michigan Daily (Blog) - August 11, 2014

C.S. Mott Children’s Hospital National Poll on Children’s Health

Obesity, School Violence And Gun-Related Injury Among Top 10 Child Health Concerns In US
Headlines & Global News - August 12, 2014

School violence, gun-related injury among top 10 child health concerns nationally
Health Canal - August 11, 2014

School Violence, Gun-related Injury among Top 10 Child Health Concerns Nationally
Science Newsline - August 11, 2014

Adults put school violence and gun-related injuries in top 10 health concern for children
The Medical News - August 11, 2014

School violence, gun-related injury among top 10 child health concerns across U.S.
Science Daily - August 11, 2014

The most dangerous hits in high-school football
CBS News - August 11, 2014

Small hospitals may lose billions by missing EHR deadline
BenefitsPro - August 11, 2014

Toledo’s last abortion clinic allowed to stay open
Toledo Blade (AP) - August 11, 2014

School violence, gun-related injury among top 10 child health concerns nationally
Education Dive - August 11, 2014

Front-of-Head Hits Blamed for Nearly Half of Young Football Player Concussions

Front-of-Head Hits Blamed for Nearly Half of Young Football Player Concussions
MSN Healthy Living - August 11, 2014
Michigan researcher: Obesity fights sepsis
92.7 The Van WYVN - August 11, 2014

Michigan researcher: Obesity fights sepsis
95.5TheTouch - August 11, 2014

Michigan researcher: Obesity fights sepsis
1450 WHTC - August 11, 2014

How Scary Is This Ebola Outbreak?
How Scary Is This Ebola Outbreak?
New Republic - August 10, 2014

“Wild West” of Molecular Testing
“Wild West” of Molecular Testing
The Cancer Letter - August 08, 2014

“The Mark’ condos named in honor of life-saving University of Michigan doctor
'The Mark' condos named in honor of life-saving University of Michigan doctor
Ann Arbor News - August 08, 2014
Gut Bacteria can help in Cancer Detection

Gut Bacteria can help in Cancer Detection
NewsHub - August 08, 2014

Gut bacteria test could identify colon cancer risk
Medic Finder - WordPress.com - August 08, 2014

Gut Bacteria Help Spot Colon Cancer
NewsHub - August 08, 2014

Gut bacteria test could identify colon cancer risk
Fox News - August 08, 2014

Gut bacteria may reveal colon cancer
United Press International - August 08, 2014

Gut Bacteria May Reveal Colon Cancer, Study Finds
intelihealth.com - August 07, 2014

Gut Bacteria May Reveal Colon Cancer, Study Finds
Health - August 07, 2014

Gut Bacteria May Reveal Colon Cancer, Study Finds
Newsday - August 07, 2014

Bipolar Speech Patterns: A Different Kind of Subtext

Bipolar Speech Patterns: A Different Kind of Subtext
MDNEWS - August 08, 2014

Obesity patients more likely to survive infection

Obesity patients more likely to survive infection
Observer & Eccentric - August 08, 2014

Northville Health Center hosts community open house

Northville Health Center hosts community open house
Plymouth Voice - August 06, 2014
U-M study finds heavier patients more likely to survive infection

Obesity might help fight some disease, but don't reach for the extra cookie just yet

'A Plan of Attack' for Juggling Cancer and Career

Brain Tumors Fly Under the Body's Radar Like Stealth Jets

WHAT DO BRAIN TUMOURS AND STEALTH JETS HAVE IN COMMON?

Gut Bacteria May Reveal Colon Cancer, Study Finds

Brain tumors fly under the body's radar like stealth jets

Gut Bacteria May Reveal Colon Cancer, Study Finds
Gut Microbiome Analysis May Provide an Effective Screening Tool for Colorectal Cancer
The Asco Post - August 07, 2014

Gut microbiome represents novel biomarker in colorectal cancer
HemOnc Today - August 07, 2014

UM researchers developing app for bipolar disorder
WKAR - August 07, 2014

Is the PSA Test Worth It? Major Study Is Inconclusive

Is the PSA Test Worth It? Major Study Is Inconclusive
HealthDay - August 06, 2014

Is the PSA Test Worth It?
WebMD - August 06, 2014

A deadly war: Stealthy brain tumors hide from immune system’s best defense fighters

A deadly war: Stealthy brain tumors hide from immune system’s best defense fighters
Tech Times - August 06, 2014

Brain tumors fly under the body’s radar like stealth jets, new U-M research suggests
Health Canal - August 06, 2014

Brain Tumors Fly Under the Body’s Radar Like Stealth Jets, New U-M Research Suggests
Science Newsline - August 06, 2014

Brain tumors fly under the body's radar like stealth jets
Machines Like Us - August 06, 2014

Brain tumors fly under the body's radar like stealth jets, new U-M research suggests
Brain tumors fly under the body's radar like stealth jets, new U-M research suggests
Bio-Medicine - August 06, 2014

Obese Senior Citizens More Likely to Survive Deadly Sepsis Infection
Senior Journal - August 06, 2014

Heavier patients more likely to survive sepsis, study finds
Medical News Today - August 06, 2014

Obesity paradox in survival from sepsis
Health News Report - August 06, 2014

Back to School Guide 2014

Obese patients more likely to survive sepsis, study shows
Becker's Hospital Review - August 05, 2014
Obesity paradox in survival from sepsis
Medical Xpress - August 05, 2014

Researchers Reveal an Obesity Paradox Among Older Americans Suffering from Sepsis
Medindia.com - August 05, 2014

Obesity Paradox in Survival from Sepsis
Bioscience Technology - August 05, 2014

Obesity paradox in survival from sepsis
Medic Finder - WordPress.com - August 05, 2014

Obesity paradox in survival from sepsis
Science Daily - August 05, 2014

Obesity paradox in survival from sepsis
Bio-Medicine - August 05, 2014

Obesity paradox in survival from sepsis
Science Codex - August 05, 2014

Teen cancer survivor has emotional first meeting in Flint with bone marrow donor

Teen cancer survivor has emotional first meeting in Flint with bone marrow donor
Flint Journal - August 05, 2014

How to avoid crashes when you're driving with children

How to avoid crashes when you're driving with children
MSN - August 04, 2014

Law allows newborn blood samples to be retained

Law allows newborn blood samples to be retained
CBS News - August 02, 2014
Obesity paradox in survival from sepsis

Final patient treated in ALS stem cell procedure

Rare Developmental Disorder Linked to Tumor-suppressing Protein, Stanford Researchers Find

It’s Not Just What You Say, It’s How You Say It

U-M to Bring Together Health Ideas, Know-how in Maker Faire-type Festival

Baby Boomers should be tested for Hepatitis C

Is Prostate Cancer on the Rise?
UM Researcher Eva Feldman Takes on ALS, Alzheimer's and the Daily Show

UM Researcher Eva Feldman Takes on ALS, Alzheimer's and the Daily Show
CheckOrphan - August 04, 2014

UM researcher Eva Feldman takes on ALS, Alzheimer’s and 'The Daily Show'
Crain's Detroit Business - August 01, 2014

Bonus: Teaching hospitals, ex-residents get IRS checks

Bonus: Teaching hospitals, ex-residents get IRS checks
Crain's Detroit Business - August 03, 2014

Rare developmental disorder linked to tumor-suppressing protein, researchers find

Rare developmental disorder linked to tumor-suppressing protein, researchers find
Health Canal - August 03, 2014

Rare developmental disorder linked to tumor-suppressing protein, Stanford researchers find
Science Codex - August 03, 2014

Rare developmental disorder linked to tumor-suppressing protein, Stanford researchers find
Bio-Medicine - August 03, 2014
Abortion clinic vows to continue to serve women

Abortion clinic vows to continue to serve women
Toledo Blade (AP) - August 02, 2014

Rapid response by 2 hospitals saves baby’s life in rare, emergency fetal surgery

Rapid response by 2 hospitals saves baby’s life in rare, emergency fetal surgery
Health Canal - August 01, 2014

ER visits peak when kids barred from child care

ER visits peak when kids barred from child care
WATE - August 01, 2014

New Bipartisan House Bill Draws On U-M Health Research

New Bipartisan House Bill Draws On U-M Health Research
Biocompare - August 01, 2014